
  

 

CarnivoresCarnivoresCarnivoresCarnivores    

(Carnivora) 

Carnivores get their name because they eat meat. They typically have large canine teeth for killing 

their prey and a specialised pair of meat cutting teeth (the carnassials). They are mostly medium-

sized mammals with British carnivores ranging in size from 60g weasels to 240kg grey seals. 

Carnivores usually have four or five toes per foot; a useful fact when identifying prints.  

They have a flexible spine, which helps them to increase their stride length when galloping. However, 

their legs are not as well adapted to running as those of hoofed mammals. 

Images 26 and 27: Stoat and otter, both images sent in through Mammal Tracker app 

Figure 28: Fox, image sent in through Mammal Tracker app 
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Figure 150: South East distribution of fox records, showing three time periods of data at both hectad and tetrad level 

2000-2014 alpha hull Area
13485 km2 (95%)

Figure 151: Alpha hull representation of fox South East distribution for 2000-2014 records 

The fox is found nationally and throughout the South East, which is clearly shown in Figure 

150. It is a common species which in the South East has taken well to urban life and is often 

seen in people’s gardens as well as becoming a common road casualty. The alpha hull below 

shows that the fox’s range covers 95% of the South East region. 
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Figure 152: South East map displaying fox predicted distribution using Frescalo technique (2000-2014) records 
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The fox is seen in a variety of 

habitats throughout the year. The 

phenology histogram in Figure 153 

highlights that there are no steep 

declines in data submission at any 

point in the year for this species. 

The trend is a higher number of 

records in the summer months of 

May, June, July and another spike in 

January. The highest number of 

records are submitted in June, and 

this coincides with the longest 

daylight hours in the year. Foxes 

are often seen at dawn and dusk in 

many towns, cities and farmland 

areas throughout the summer 

months and often recorded in 

winter as they stay active. 

The fox Frescalo map shows that they have a stable presence across the South East, with dark 

red squares indicating records in many tetrads. 

Figure 153: Phenology histogram displaying monthly record submission 
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Figure 154: South East distribution of badger records, showing three time periods of data at hectad level 

2000-2014 alpha hull Area
12834 km2 (90%)

Figure 155: Alpha hull representation of badger South East distribution for 2000-2014 records 

The badger distribution map in Figure 154 only shows the records as hectads and not at a 

finer resolution of tetrads, as this is considered to be a vulnerable species with high 

resolution records considered as sensitive data. We can see a steady range throughout the 

region , as it offers suitable habitats and soil conditions. The majority of badger records are 

made up of roadkill sightings or their setts. Badgers were first introduced to the Isle of 

Wight in 1840. The alpha hull in Figure 155 shows an overview of the range. 
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Figure 156: South East map displaying badger predicted distribution using Frescalo technique (2000-2014) records 
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The badger is a species 

commonly seen in a variety of 

habitats (farmland, grassland, 

urban, woodland and parkland) 

throughout the year. There is a 

noticeable trend for a higher 

number of records from late 

winter to early summer, between 

February and June (Figure 157). 

This is when badgers are most 

active: they give birth to their 

young and are looking for food. 

Whilst they can remain active in 

winter, there are fewer records at 

this time (December, January), as 

many badgers remain 

underground to conserve energy. 

Many records of badgers are 

roadkill or of badger setts. 

The Frescalo map for the badger (Figure 156) shows a strong presence across the South East, 

with the dark red indicating areas with higher numbers of records in close proximity. This 

decreases as the map nears the areas of Surrey and Kent that form the outer suburbs of 

London. 

Figure 157: Phenology histogram displaying monthly record submission 
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Figure 158: South East distribution of otter records, showing three time periods of data at hectad level 

2000-2014 alpha hull Area
5654 km2 (40%)

Figure 159: Alpha hull representation of otter South East distribution for 2000-2014 records 

The otter distribution map in Figure 158 only shows the records as hectads and not at a finer 

resolution of tetrads, as this is considered to be a vulnerable species with high resolution 

records considered as sensitive data. 

Research into the otter’s current distribution in the UK is ongoing. Otters appear to be 

spreading across the South East from the west and are known to be present in small 

numbers in various parts of the region. The strongest populations are in Hampshire, where 

they are well established along two of the main river systems. The lack of records in Kent is 

due to the low number of Kent mammal records we were able to obtain. For more Kent 

records look out for their forthcoming county atlas. Otters are not present on the Isle of 

Wight, although there has been the odd sighting (such as those that can be seen in Figure 

158) which could have been captive escapees. 
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Figure 160: South East map displaying otter predicted distribution using Frescalo technique (2000-2014) records 
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The Frescalo map for the otter displays the predicted density of the species, showing a an 

area with high numbers of records in the west of the region and a steady spread towards the 

east, where it can be seen that there are currently fewer records of otters. 

The peaks in the data reveal a 

higher number of records in 

the summer, but most 

records are submitted in 

March (Figure 161). This may 

well be a chance recorder 

effect. People will be 

outdoors more in the spring. 

Many records of otters come 

in as field signs or road traffic 

accidents. Fewer otter 

records are received in the 

winter because rivers are 

prone to flooding so field 

signs such as otter spraints 

and prints are harder to find. 
Figure 161: Phenology histogram displaying monthly record submission 
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Figure 162: South East distribution of pine marten records, showing three time periods of data at hectad level 
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Figure 163: South East map displaying pine marten predicted distribution using Frescalo technique (2000-2014) records 

The pine marten’s distribution in Figure 162 is shown only in hectads and not tetrads, as it was 

decided that this data would be sensitive and so should only be shown at a lower resolution. 

The pine marten’s slow recovery in the British Isles, beginning in the 20th Century, has centred 

around Ireland and Scotland. Pine martens require woodland habitat. A small isolated population 

has appeared in the New Forest, Hampshire in recent years, as can be seen in Figure 162. Many live 

sightings as well as roadkill specimens confirm their presence here. This occurrence is thought to be 

due to escapees from captive collections. Many of the pre 1960 records are very old, with lots of 

19th Century records included, which would probably explain the pre 1960 hectads that can be seen 

in counties outside of Hampshire in Figure 162. The Frescalo map shows  their range in yellow due 

to the low numbers of records in the area. The Frescalo technique is not able to account for barriers 

such as the waters of the Solent, which is why some of the Isle of Wight is shown as yellow. 

The pine marten is a UK BAP species, listed as a priority species for conservation. 
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Figure 164: Phenology histogram displaying monthly record submission 

The pine marten remains active 

throughout the year. In the 

summer the young emerge from 

the den and they are active as a 

family, so are more conspicuous 

during this time, before they 

become solitary. This is reflected 

in the phenology histogram in 

Figure 164, with the majority of 

records submitted in the summer 

months. All records are exclusively 

recorded between April and 

October, with the most submitted 

in May. This also coincides with 

longer daylight hours; meaning 

pine martens (and their signs) are 

more visible this time of year. 
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Figure 165: South East distribution of stoat records, showing three time periods of data at hectad level 

2000-2014 alpha hull Area
11404 km2 (80%)

Figure 166: Alpha hull representation of stoat South East distribution for 2000-2014 records 

Stoats are well established across the South East counties, as Figure 165 shows. It is very 

likely that they are also a very under-recorded species, as they are so fast and 

inconspicuous. They are heavily controlled in parts of Sussex to protect game birds. The 

alpha hull map below shows the overview of the stoat’s range in the South East, with 80% of 

the region covered. 
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Figure 167: South East map displaying stoat predicted distribution using Frescalo technique (2000-2014) records 
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Figure 168: Phenology histogram displaying monthly record submission 

The stoat’s Frescalo map in Figure 167 displays their wide range, whilst also showing that 

according to our records certain areas have much more coverage than others. However, this 

may be due to a lack of records rather than a reflection on their actual spread. 

The stoat remains active 

throughout the year, and so 

has been recorded in every 

month (Figure 168). Whilst 

there are fewer records 

submitted in winter, the 

difference in records 

submitted is less sharp 

when compared to many 

other mammal species. 

Stoats are most commonly 

seen in the summer months  

(usually chance sightings as 

field signs are difficult to 

identify). The highest 

number of records has been 

submitted in August. 
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Figure 169: South East distribution of weasel records, showing three time periods of data at hectad level 

2000-2014 alpha hull Area
11399 km2 (80%)

Figure 170: Alpha hull representation of weasel South East distribution for 2000-2014 records 

Weasels, like stoats, are found throughout the South East of England in a range of habitats 

and Figure 169 shows this fairly even distribution. Again, like stoats, weasels are probably 

very under-recorded as they are such an elusive species.  The weasel’s alpha hull map is 

shown below outlining their range in this region. 
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Figure 171: South East map displaying weasel predicted distribution using Frescalo technique (2000-2014) records 
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The Frescalo map for the weasel (Figure 171) shows their steady distribution across the 

region. The red squares indicate areas where there are more tetrads in close proximity that 

contain records for the species. 

Figure 172: Phenology histogram displaying monthly record submission 

In a similar trend to the 

stoat, the weasel remains 

active throughout the year 

and has been recorded in 

every month, as illustrated in 

the phenology histogram in 

Figure 172. There are a 

greater number of records in 

the spring and summer 

months than in autumn and 

winter. Records are usually 

chance sightings as field 

signs are difficult to identify. 

They are seen in a range of 

habitats, such as woodland, 

heathland, farmland, 

grassland and urban areas. 
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Figure 173: South East distribution of polecat records, showing three time periods of data at hectad level 

2000-2014 alpha hull Area
5504 km2 (39%)

Figure 174: Alpha hull representation of polecat South East distribution for 2000-2014 records 

Figure 173 shows the polecat’s distribution as hectads only, as the data for this species was 

considered sensitive and so should only be shown at a lower resolution.  

The polecat began its recovery from persecution in the 20th Century in the British Isles. It 

spread from its main population point at that time which was in Wales and a few isolated 

patches in Scotland and the midlands. It can now be found in the Central South of England, 

reaching the western portion of the South East region covered by Figure 173. The difficulty 

is when polecats are confused with feral ferrets which can have a very similar appearance. 

At times polecats have been moved and released in new areas which could explain records 

such as the one in Kent. 

The polecat was listed in 2007 as a priority species for conservation under UK BAP. 
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Figure 175: South East map displaying polecat predicted distribution using Frescalo technique (2000-2014) records 
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Figure 176: Phenology histogram displaying monthly record submission 

The Frescalo map above in Figure 175 displays the spread of the polecat from the West of 

the region, with red indicating a higher proportion of tetrads containing polecat records 

and yellow/white showing fewer positive tetrads in close proximity. 

The polecat displays similar 

behaviour to many other 

carnivores, in that it remains 

active throughout the year and 

thus has been recorded in every 

month (Figure 176). Consistent 

recording may be down to the 

Vincent Wildlife Trust’s (VWT) 

National Polecat Survey, which 

accepts sightings of polecats 

throughout the year. This survey 

uses records from roadkill, 

which accounts for many 

polecat records. Although they 

are nocturnal, young adults may 

be seen in the day. Spring peaks 

in records coincide with the 

spread of males to find females. 

High numbers of autumn 

records can then be linked to 

the dispersal of young at this 

time, to find new territories. 
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Figure 177: South East distribution of American mink records, showing three time periods of data at hectad level 

2000-2014 alpha hull Area
10792 km2 (76%)

Figure 178: Alpha hull representation of American mink South East distribution for 2000-2014 records 

The American mink is now found throughout the British Isles, including strong populations 

across the South East (Figure 177). Non-native American mink are a great threat to native 

water voles so many organisations are trying to trap them as part of a protection 

programme for water voles. However, this is a very difficult task with such an 

opportunistic, adaptable species.  

American mink are not present on the Isle of Wight, like many other introduced non-native 

species. The alpha hull below shows that the mink has managed to reach most areas of 

this region, with at least 76% of it covered by their range. 
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Figure 179: South East map displaying American mink predicted distribution using Frescalo technique (2000-2014) records 
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The Frescalo map for the American mink shows the main areas where they are found. 

Areas with more tetrads closer together that contain records are displayed as red 

squares. 

The American mink remains 

active in riparian, marine, 

farmland and urban habitats 

throughout the year. They are 

recorded in a variety of ways, 

with many records coming from 

traps or field signs from the 

trapping effort or riparian 

surveys. In the spring male 

American mink travel vast 

distances to find mates and in 

the late summer and early 

autumn the newly independent 

young will disperse to find their 

own territories. During these 

two periods of time mink are 

more likely to be seen. This 

coincides with peaks in the 

phenology histogram in Figure 

180. Figure 180: Phenology histogram displaying monthly record submission 


